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Thank you for your acceptance of our manuscript entitled “Proteomic Study Reveals a Functional Network of Cancer Markers in the G1-Stage of the Breast Cancer Cell Cycle.” The manuscript was revised per final comments from the Editorial Office. Details regarding these changes are provided below.

Sincerely,

Dr. Iuliana M. Lazar
Associate Professor

Final revisions:

1. Please provide email addresses for both authors on the title page.
   Response: all author emails were provided on the manuscript front page.

2. Please change the title of the first section of the main paper to "Background" to match the abstract, and remove the details of the additional files from between the Author Contributions and Acknowledgements sections.
   Response: the title was changed and the details of the additional files were deleted. Additional file descriptions were provided at the end of the manuscript.

3. Please provide the figures as separate files rather than embedded in the manuscript as detailed in the journal Instructions for Authors.
   Response: the figures were provided as separate files.

The list of references was verified for compliance with the requirements of the BMC Cancer journal.